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Should saccharin be banned?Since results of tests
^conducteds in Canada show-.
ed that large doses of the
artificial sweetener saccharincaused cancer in rats, the
Federal Food and Drug
Administration has banned
its use.

yrvidQ}8£ever, a great many
/Ameciimns feel the results of
the tests are inconclusive
and aer asking that the ban
be lifted.

This week the 14Man in the
Street" asked city residents
if they felt saccharin should
be banned. Here is how

Gsome of them replied:
Robin Manns answered,

T 1- it '

iesr i miriK me pan is a

good idea. I don't like the
taste of artificial sweeteners.
Besides,.if.there.is any.
possibility of it causing
cancer it should be banned.''
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Teretha Mickle

Man In The Street

Saccharin Bt
V..
Gregory Williams remarked,^1 think the bain should

be lifted. Saccharin is helpful
to diabetics. Without artificialsweeteners they don't
have anything to resort to
except sugar and this is
hazardous to their health.
Saccharin is also of great
help to people who must
restrict their caloric intake/'

Teretha Mickle reasoned,
4 4 If there is definite proof
that it is a health hazard or

that it causes cancer than itshouldbe banned. I don't
really know if it is hazardous
but I'm going to stop using
it. There must be a reason

for the ban/'

Willie Jones commented,
"I think the ban should be
liftecT I donTthink it's that

.bad. It s less hazardou;rthan
a cigarette. My wife hasn't
stopped using it."

Cathy Jones replied, 4'I
think the ban should be
lifted ..It' s been tested in

Canadabut not here. I don't
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3 Banned?
think it's anymore hazardous
than anything else."

Hubert Snell stated,
think the ban is stupid, I've
been using artificial sweetenersand drinking diet
drinks for ten years and thats
why I weigh 230 instead of
320 now. If the government
wants to ban something why.
not cigarettes or alcohol or

something that nobody
needs."

Angela Cline said, "The
ban should never have been
imposed. As much saccharin
as they gave those rats they
had to die. I'm a diabetic and
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saccharin. I plan to continue
to use it as long as I can get
it."

The majority of persons
asked said they felt the
saccharin ban should be
lifted. The majority of those

-who use it said they will
continue and most had little
faith.in the tests "that
resulted in the ban.
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